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Welcome to this extraordinary custom-built sanctuary that redefines the essence of family living. Situated on an

expansive 605sqm (approx), this home offers a seamless blend of luxury and functionality, with meticulously designed

spaces tailored to accommodate every facet of family life.As you step inside, you'll be greeted by a tranquil front lounge

offering a versatile space to adapt to your family's dynamic needs. Venture further, and you'll discover a luxurious, fully

wired theatre room, complete with a seating platform, setting the stage for private relaxation and unforgettable

entertainment experiences. Tiled floors stretch along the ground floor to unfold two expansive family areas, enveloping a

fully enclosed decked alfresco with a fully equipped kitchenette, perfect for indoor-outdoor entertaining. Step out via the

glass sliding doors to discover an easy-care rear yard with faux lawns and established gardens. For those who love to cook

and entertain, the kitchen features a waterfall-edge Caesarstone benchtop, complemented by twin 750mm Blanco ovens,

an induction cooktop, and an espresso machine. Proud entertainers alike will enjoy an extended butler's pantry with

ample storage space to add a touch of luxury to this culinary oasis. Thoughtfully designed with generous accommodation,

the upstairs offers plenty of space for families to spread out and enjoy, with the layout carefully planned to showcase

stunning views of the neighbourhood with a spacious lounge retreat, study and balcony. The main suite is a stylistic haven

boasting an impressive dressing room, additional robe space and a decadent dual vanity spa ensuite. Three additional

bedrooms are graced with walk-in robes and serviced by a central fully-tiled spa bathroom. Experience year-round

comfort with zoned ducted heating, zoned refrigerated cooling, solar panels, keyless entry, an alarm system, and a video

intercom for added security. Completing this exceptional offering is a guest’s powder room, full laundry, storeroom and a

double garage with internal access and dedicated workshop space. Prominently positioned in one of Keysborough's most

renowned locations, you won't miss the home's eye-catching façade with exceptional finishes at every glance. Surrounded

by walking trails and parklands with proximity to Keysborough South Shopping Centre, the prestigious Haileybury,

Lighthouse and Sirius Colleges. The Eastlink Freeway is also nearby for an easy city commute during the week, plus the

Peninsula Link for the perfect weekend getaway.


